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Abstract—Distributed secondary control (DSC) is a new approach for microgrids (MGs) by which the frequency, voltage
and power can be regulated by using only local unit controllers.
Such a solution is necessary for anticipated scenarios that have
an increased number of distributed generators (DGs) within the
MG. Due to the constrained traffic pattern required by the
secondary control, it is viable to implement a dedicated local
area communication functionality among the local controllers.
This paper presents a new, wireless-based robust communication
algorithm for the DSC of MGs. The algorithm tightly couples
the communication and the control functionality, such that
the transmission errors are absorbed through an averaging
operation performed in each local controller, resulting in a very
high reliability. Furthermore, transmissions from each DG are
periodic and prescheduled broadcasts, and in this way contention
over the shared wireless medium is avoided. Real-time simulation
and experimental results are presented in order to evaluate the
feasibility and robustness endowed by the proposed algorithm.
The results indicate that the proposed algorithm is very robust
with respect to communication impairments, such as packet
delays and random packet losses.
Index Terms—Distributed control, microgrid (MG), secondary
control, communication systems, packet delay, packet losses.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UE to a considerable growth in the number of renewable
energy sources (RES) and distributed generators (DGs),
microgrids (MGs) have recently attracted a significant interest.
A microgrid is defined as a localized cluster of DGs and
loads, placed in low voltage (LV) and medium voltage (MV)
distribution networks, which can operate autonomously in
islanded mode or connected to the main grid [1], [2]. These
local grids encompass several technology components: power
electronics, control, as well as communication/information
technology. The ideas supporting the formation of the MGs
are 1) reducing transmission/distribution losses and preventing
electrical network congestion by shifting the generation closer
to the consumers/loads; 2) enhancing the reliability of the
system and gradually reducing the chance of blackouts, as
MGs can operate in islanded mode during system disturbances
and faults; and 3) provision of ancillary services to the main
grid in the grid-connected mode.
However, apart from these obvious benefits of MGs, their
introduction into the traditional distribution network raises
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many new challenges, with one of the most important being frequency and voltage participation in islanded operation
mode. This problem has been in the focus of many recent
works [1]–[11]. To that end a hierarchical control concept from
the traditional power system has been introduced for MGs in
[1]. The first level of this hierarchy is primary control which is
strictly local, deals with the inner voltage and current control
loops and droop control of the individual DGs in order to
adjust the frequency and amplitude according to active and
reactive power of the units. When MG is perturbed by either
load variations or connection/disconnection of the units, the
primary level is not able to regulate frequency and voltage
of the system. Then, the secondary control is often employed
in order to remove the frequency and voltage deviations in
steady state and to achieve a global controllability of the
MG. Furthermore, the secondary control may share power
between units of the MG in cases when primary control is
unable to do it [12], [13]. The tertiary control is responsible
for global optimization of the MG and managing power flow
between MGs and distribution network of the main grid [14],
[15]. Usually, the primary and the tertiary control levels are
decentralized and centralized control levels, respectively, while
the secondary control can be implemented in both centralized
and decentralized way [12].
In centralized secondary control (CSC), all DGs measure
signals of interest and send them to a common single MG
central controller (MGCC), which in turn produces appropriate
control signals based on the received data and forwards it
to the local primary control of the DGs [1], [2], [9], [11].
The exchange of measurements and control signals requires an
underlying communication network. Although straightforward
to implement, the centralized control strategy has an inherent
drawback of the single point of failure, i.e., a MGCC failure
terminates the secondary control action for all units [1].
Distributed secondary control strategy is a new approach
[12] that avoids use of a single centralized controller for
secondary level of MGs. In this architecture, the primary
and secondary controllers are implemented together locally
in each DG, where the secondary control should collect the
required data from all other units and produce appropriate
control signal for the primary one using an averaging method.
Data exchange for DSC can be implemented in several ways,
ranging from simple all-to-all transmissions [12] to more
involved schemes based on distributed consensus algorithms
[16]. The former approach is conceptually simple, but does
not scale, as the number of required data exchanges grows
quadratically with the number of DGs. Distributed consensus
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When a traditional feedback control system is closed via
a communication network, the control system is classified
as a networked control system (NCS) [20]. Fig. 1 illustrates
the general structure of an NCS. Communication network is
the backbone of the NCS and its reliability, security, ease of
use, and availability are the main issues that affect the actual
choice of the communication technology to be employed [20].
Several communication technologies have been introduced
for NCSs, both wired [20], [21] and wireless [20], [22].
Advantages of the wireless NCSs over wired solutions are
flexibility, expandability, and mobility support. On the other
hand, wireless NCSs exhibit lower degree of reliability, which
can have a destructive effect on the system performance. Communication impairments, such as packet delays and losses,
may compromise the stability of the system [23], such that
their modeling and analysis reveals important effects on NCSs
[20], [24].
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relies on a series of local data exchanges among neighboring
units to achieve global information dissemination; its use for
information dissemination in MGs has been proposed recently
in [17]–[19].
In this paper we present a simple networked control scheme
for the distributed secondary control of MGs which exploits
the broadcast nature of the wireless medium. The proposed
scheme is discrete-time and operates in rounds. In each
round, a non-transmitting DG attempts to receive the broadcast
packet, then update its local record on the averages of the
parameters and derives the local control signal accordingly.
The broadcasts are performed by units in a token ring manner,
representing a current record of the respective unit averages.
Even though the proposed scheme is conceptually similar
to the schemes that exploit distributed consensus [17]–[19],
the major difference is that the communications and control
layers are not separated, but the scheme exploits their inherent
feedback loop. Specifically, rather than waiting for a series
of local data exchanges to converge to the global average
at every DG, in the proposed approach the control signal is
locally updated after each data exchange, enforcing the MG
towards the desired operation point. We show that the proposed
scheme enhances reliability of distributed secondary control,
making it robust against delays and packet losses in the wide
range of wireless link conditions. Also, the proposed scheme
is designed not only for regulation of frequency and voltage
but also for power sharing among the units, maintaining the
power sharing feature of the primary droop controller.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
overview of the background and related work. Distributed
secondary control of islanded MGs is presented in Section III.
In Section IV the proposed communication algorithm for DSC
is elaborated. Section V provides simulation results of an islanded MG with four units, evaluating the proposed algorithm
for DSC. An experimental validation of the proposed solution
in an islanded MG with two units is presented in Section VI.
Section VII concludes the paper and outlines future research
directions.

Local
Controllers

...

Systems

Sensors

Fig. 1. General structure of networked control systems.

Use of NCSs for MGs has been reported recently in [3],
[25]–[27]. The work in [3] investigates the technical aspects of
providing frequency control reserves (FCRs) and the potential
economic profitability of participating in FCR markets for
both decentralized and centralized coordination approach for
multiple MGs. In [25], a pseudo-decentralized control strategy
has been presented for distributed generation networks which
operate in a distributed manner. A master-slave control by
using networked control strategy for the parallel operation
of inverters has been introduced in [26], achieving a superior load-sharing accuracy compared to conventional droop
scheme. Finally, [27] presents an impact analysis of communications in frequency and active power control in hierarchic
multi-microgrid structures, considering both packet delays and
losses.
From the NCS perspective, DSC requires that every DG
obtains the global average of the parameters of interest, i.e.,
frequency, voltage, active and/or reactive power, in order to derive the local control signals. The provision of global averages
is the task of underlying communication infrastructure which
may be achieved in a number of ways. A scalable and robust
approach is to employ distributed averaging algorithms [16],
where a series of local exchanges among neighboring units
ultimately yield the same global average at every DG. The
convergence of the distributed averaging relies on the general
theory of Markov chains with doubly stochastic transition
matrix. The convergence rate depends on network size, topology and transition matrix design; number of iterations (i.e.,
number of local data exchanges) required for local estimates
to approach closely the actual value of the global average may
be quite large in practice, even for rather simple networks [16],
[28], [29].
The utility of distributed consensus algorithms for MGs was
considered in [18]. Based on these principles, the same authors
investigated enhancements of droop control by exchange of the
information concerning active and reactive power in MG [17].
In the related analysis, the communication delay was assumed
to be negligible and the stability of the control algorithm
was considered in the presence of (data) packet losses. The
problem of packet losses for networked control of DGs was
also addressed in [19], where an iterative distributed averaging
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Conventional CSC is only responsible for restoring frequency and voltage inside the whole MG using common
measurements of the system [1], [11]. However, DSC using the
proposed communication algorithm is able not only to control
frequency and voltage but also to share power between units in
the MG. We continue by elaborating the used DSC algorithm
in details, and note that, henceforth, we assume that the MG
consists of N DG units, denoted as DG0 , DG1 , ..., DGN −1 .
A. Frequency and Voltage Control

MicroGrid Bus

Fig. 2. A scheme illustrating the general architecture of distributed secondary
control for islanded MGs.

algorithm robust to packet losses was derived and applied
for the problem of coordinating DGs for the reactive power
support for voltage control.
The solution proposed in this paper also falls in the category
of the distributed averaging algorithms; more specifically, it
can be categorized as a broadcast gossip algorithm [33].
However, the novelty of our approach is that it tightly couples
the communication and control layers in DSC, rather than considering them separately. After each iteration, both the local
estimates of the global averages of interest and the corresponding local control signals are updated; i.e., the control layer does
not stop its operation and waits for the communication layer
to provide local estimates that are sufficiently close to each
other, but it operates in parallel, based on their current values.
As these estimates start to converge, the control layer further
drives operation of every DG in the “direction” of the global
average, boosting the algorithm convergence rate. In this sense,
the proposed scheme represents a tightly coupled networked
control system. The proposed scheme is demonstrated for MGs
that have all DGs within the communication range of each
other, which is typically the case in practice for LV microgrids.
However, the convergence of broadcast based gossiping [33]
extends the relevance of the proposed solution for connected
multi-hop networks.
III. D ISTRIBUTED S ECONDARY C ONTROL OF I SLANDED
M ICRO G RIDS
A distributed control strategy is an approach in which none
of the controllers are centralized, but distributed throughout the
system so that each unit is controlled independently and the
entire system of controllers is connected by a communication
network. Fig. 2 illustrates the implementation of the distributed
control strategy. As shown, the secondary control is locally
embedded in each DG unit, similar to the primary control;
however, the local secondary control requires an underlying
communication network to operate properly. The combined
communication-control algorithm, presented in the Section IV,
is used to exchange and update averages of the parameters of
interest to secondary controllers. In turn, the local secondary
controllers operate on these parameters, regulating frequency
and voltage of the system and sharing power between the units.

Load frequency control as a major function of automatic
generation control (AGC) systems is the central secondary
control for frequency regulation in large power systems, as
frequency is a control variable that provides information
related to the consumption/generation balance of the grid
[37]. Taking the idea from large power systems, a centralized
secondary control is implemented in the MG in order to
regulate the frequency of the whole system. However, in the
distributed strategy, each DG has its own local secondary
control to regulate the frequency. In this sense, each unit
measures its frequency at each sampling instant, averaging the
received information from other units and then broadcasting
its average version (f¯M G ) to the other units through the
communication network. The averaged data is compared to the
∗
nominal frequency of MG (fM
G ), and sent to the secondary
controller of DGi to restore the frequency as follows:
Z


∗
∗
¯M G + kif
¯
δfs = kpf fM
−
f
fM
(1)
G
G − fM G dt,
where kpf and kif are the control parameters of the PI
compensator of unit i, and δfs is the secondary control signal
sent to the primary control level in order to remove the
frequency deviations.
Since the Q-V droop control is not able to regulate the
voltage in the MG, a controller similar to the one controlling
frequency can be implemented in secondary control level for
voltage restoration [1], [11]. In this secondary voltage control
strategy, after calculating the average value of voltage ĒM G
that is based on the information exchanged over communication network, every local secondary controller measures the
voltage error and compares it with the voltage reference of
∗
MG, EM
G . In the next step, the local secondary controller
sends the control signal δEs to the primary level of control as
a set point to compensate the voltage deviation. The voltage
restoration control loop of DGi can be expressed as follows:
Z


∗
∗
δEs = kpE EM G − ĒM G + kiE
EM
G − ĒM G dt,
(2)
with kpE and kiE being the PI are controller parameters of
the voltage secondary control. The above secondary control
strategy can be also extended to more resistive line MGs
that are using P-V and Q-f droops in the primary control, to
regulate frequency and voltage. Consequently, the secondary
control is applicable to the all resitive/inductive (R/X) nature
of the power lines, as opposed to the primary control.
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B. Power Sharing

Communication Link

C. Modeling and Small-Signal Stability Analysis
In order to analyze the stability of the system and to
adjust the parameters of DSC, a small signal model has been
developed. Fig. 4 shows the equivalent circuit of n inverters
connected to an ac bus. It is assumed that the output impedance
of the inverters is mainly inductive (θ = 900 ). In this situation,
the active power and reactive power injected into the bus
by every inverter are expressed as the following well-known
equations [30], [31]:
Ei V sin φi
Xi

(4)

Ei V cos φi − V 2
.
Xi

(5)

Pi =

Qi =
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Fig. 3. Details of the proposed DSC for an individual DG in an islanded
MG.
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where kpQ and kiQ are the PI controller parameters, Qi is
the locally calculated reactive power ( which can be active
power in the case of high resistive line MGs), Q̄M G is the
average power obtained through communication network, and
δQs is the control signal produced by the secondary control in
each sample instant, and afterwards sent to the primary loop.
Normally, bandwidth must be decreased with an increase in
the control level of MG. For the proposed control scheme, the
bandwidth of power sharing loop must be considered lower
than droop control but greater than bandwidth of frequency
and voltage secondary control loop.
It is worth noting that interaction of active power sharing
and frequency control in the proposed scheme shows similarity
to the traditional Automatic Generation Control (AGC) where
both frequency regulation and power flow control is achieved
simultaneously. A detailed block diagram of the DSC strategy
for an individual high inductive line DG (DGi ) in an islanded
power electronic-based MG is shown in Fig. 3; the figure
shows a general scheme of the primary control as well.
Anti-windup saturation blocks are implemented for every PI
controller of secondary control in order to protect the units
in case of extreme contingencies. Interested readers can find
more detail about the primary control in [11].

Node i
Communication
equipment

DGi

In a low R/X MG, reactive power is difficult to be precisely
shared between units using Q-V droop control, since voltage is
not common in the whole system as opposed to the frequency.
Furthermore, the impedance between the DG units and the
point of common coupling is not necessarily the same; similar
effect occurs when trying to equalize active power of units
using P-V in high resistive line MGs.
An alternative solution is to implement a distributed average
power sharing in the secondary loop, where the averaging
is performed through communication network. In this way,
all units obtain the same reference and power sharing is
achieved independently from voltage sensing mismatches or
line impedances in the MG. The distributed averaged power
sharing by the secondary control of DGi can be expressed as
follows:
Z


δQs = kpQ Qi − Q̄M G + kiQ
Qi − Q̄M G dt, (3)

V 0 0

AC Microgrid Bus

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of n parallel inverters connected to an ac bus.

where Ei and V are the amplitudes of the ith inverter output
voltage and the common bus voltage, φi is the power angle of
the inverter, and Xi is the magnitude of the output reactance
for ith inverter. From above equations it can be seen that,
if the phase difference between Ei and V is small enough,
the active power is strongly influnced by the power angle φi ,
and the reactive power flow depends on the voltage amplitude
difference. Consequently, the frequency and the amplitude of
the inverter output-voltage can be expressed by the well-known
droops as [30]
ωi = ω ∗ − kp Pi

(6)

Ei = E ∗ − kq Qi

(7)

where ω ∗ and E ∗ are the output voltage frequency and
amplitude references, kp and kq are the droop frequency and
amplitude coefficients. To realize the droop functions, it is
necessary to employ low-pass filters (LPF) in order to calculate
the active and reactive power from the instantaneous power.
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The bandwidth of LPF must be smaller than that for the close
loop inverter. As aforementioned, the outputs of secondary
control obtained through equations (1)-(3), are added to the
droops to shift the droop lines in order to restore the frequency
and voltage of the system and to share the power between the
units. It is worth noting that a phase locked loop (PLL) is
used to extract the frequency of the units inside the system.
Therefore, equations (6), (7) are updated as
∗

ωi = ω − kp Pi + δωs

(8)

Ei = E ∗ − kq Qi + δEs + δQs

(9)

To study the dynamics of the system, a small-signal model is
obtained by linearizing equations (4), (5), (8) and (9) at an
operating point Pie , Qie , Eie , Ve and φie as follows [31]:
∆ωi (s) = ∆ω ∗ (s) − kp ∆Pi (s) + ∆ωs (s)

(10)

∗

∆Ei (s) = ∆E (s) − kq ∆Qi (s) + ∆Es (s) + ∆Qs (s) (11)
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∆Pi (s) = G∆φi (s)
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(b) voltage control and reactive power sharing model

∆Qi (s) = H∆Ei (s) + F ∆V (s)

(14)

Fig. 5. small-signal representation of frequency and voltage control and
reactive power sharing.

where
G=
H=

Eie Ve cos φie
,
Xi

2Eie − Ve cos φie
,
Xi

F =−

Eie cos φie
Xi

Fig. 5 shows block diagrams representing the small signal
model for both frequency and voltage control of the system
as well as reactive power sharing. The block diagrams include
plant model, droop control model and decentralized secondary
control model. As can be observed, a low pass filter with
cutting frequency of 0.5 Hz has been considered for power
calculation (GLP F (s)), and a simplified phase locked loop
(P LL) first-order transfer function (GP LL (s)) is used to
extract the frequency of the units.
The dynamics of the system around the operating point may
be expressed in the state-space form as follows:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)

(15)

where for the frequency control model (Fig. 5(a)), x is
T
[x1 x2 x3 x4 ] , and A is
 1

0
0 G
− τp
− kp − 1+kpf 1 0 


τ
A =  τp
(16)

k
 0
− τif
0 0
k
k
− τpp
− τpf
1 0
The state variables x1 , x2 , x3 , and x4 are assigned to the
output of LP F , P LL, P I controller, and integral term of
power angle, respecitvely. For voltage control (Fig. 5(b)),
T
x represents [x1 x2 ] , where the state variables x1 and x2

are chosen as state variable of LP F and P I controller,
respecitvely. And, A is presented as
" 1+k +k H
#
q
pE
H
− τp (1+k
1+kpE
pE )
A=
(17)
kq kiE
kiE
− 1+k
τp (1+kpE )
pE
The eigenvalues of matrix A can be used to study stability
of system around the state of equilibrium. For the calculation
of plant parameters (G, H, and F ) we can choose Eie = 1
per unit, Ve = 1 per unit, and φie = 0, since the amplitude
and phase adjustments made by each unit are very small
compared to the nominal value of voltages, and the phases
are always initially in synchronization with respect to the
reference voltage [32]. Moreover, we assume Xi = 0.001 per
unit. Other needed parameters can be found in Table I.
Fig. 6 shows the trajectory of the low frequency eigenvalues of both frequency and voltage model as a function of
the secondary control parameters. This figure shows that as
proportional term of P I controllers are increased, eigenvalues
of the system move towards unstable region making the
system more oscillatory and eventually leading to instability.
However integral term parameter has no significant effect on
the dynamics of the system. Similar analysis can be performed
for the other parameters of the presented model.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED B ROADCAST A LGORITHM
As already noted, the proposed communication solution falls
into category of broadcast gossip algorithms for consensus
[33]; we provide their brief overview in the appendix. In
this paper, we treat the simplest case in which we assume
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that all units are in communication range of each other; the
motivation is to demonstrate the potential of the proposed
NCS solution and avoid the complexities coupled with a more
general approach. However, we note that results presented
in [33] grant applicability of the proposed NCS solution for
multi-hop networks as well.
We assume that communication occurs in discrete, periodic
time instants and all units are assumed to be synchronized
to that periodic communication structure. Note that this synchronization requires packet-level precision, not symbol level,
which makes it very practical. At each time instant k, each unit
measures the parameters of interest, i.e., frequency, voltage
and power. In the following text, we present the algorithm for
the distributed averaging of a general parameter x, which can
stand for frequency, voltage, or power.
The measurement of x made by DGi in at the k−th time
instant in denoted by xi (k). The current local estimate of the
global average a of parameter x that is computed by DGi
in instant k is denoted by ai (k). At the k−th time instant the
unit that is allowed to broadcast is DGj , where j = k mod N .
Such a rule implements a token ring-like broadcasting scheme
among the N DGs.1 The signal broadcasted at the k−th time
instant can be written as:
b(k) = aj (k), where j = k mod N.

(18)

The local estimates {ai (k)} of all DGs, including the broadcasting one, are updated in the following way:
ai (k) = βi xi (k) + (1 − βi )bi (k), i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (19)
where bi (k) is the local record of the received broadcast signal:
bi (k) = b(li ), li < k,

(20)

and li denotes the time instant at which the last successful
broadcast has been received by agent DGi . In case when there
are no packet losses bi (k) = b(k − 1), i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
Finally, βi is suitably chosen constant that determines the
1 More

information about token-ring can be found in [34].

i = k mod N

yes

broadcast ai(k)

no

Fig. 7. Flow chart of the proposed algorithm, as executed in unit DGi .

weight of the measurement made by Di when computing
the estimate; a straightforward choice is to set βi = 1/N ,
i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
Fig. 7 shows the flow chart of the algorithm from the
perspective of a DG unit. The first step is initialization, when
the local records of the broadcast and average are set to initial
measurement, followed by the initial broadcast performed by
DG0 . In next steps DG units execute the command loop,
consisting of measuring the parameter, receiving the updating
broadcast signal, updating the average, and broadcasting the
local estimate every N -th instant.
The algorithm can be interpreted as if the units use broadcasts to exchange the local estimates of the global average.
As these estimates contain the locally measured values, the
broadcasts actually exchange the information necessary for
the computation of the global average. As time progress, the
“mixing” of the local measurements in every agent becomes
more effective, and the units start converging toward the
same global average value. Specifically, in [33], [39] it was
shown that mean-square error (MSE) between the local and
the global average is strictly decreasing function of time, i.e.,
after each message exchange and computation of the update,
MSE decreases.2 On the other hand, the locally executed DSC
algorithm operates on the local estimates, such that control
signals shifts the local parameter xi (k) towards the computed
local estimate ai (k) of the global average a, i = 0, 1, ...N ; i.e.,
the MSE is further decreased by the operation of the control
algorithm executed after each broadcast, thus accelerating the
convergence towards desired MG operation.
2 More details on the convergence rate of broadcast-based gossip for
cosensus, are given in the appendix.
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Fig. 8. Implementation of proposed algorithm on DSC of an islanded MG.

We note that a rigorous analysis of the convergence rate of
the whole NSC solution would have to include a analytical
model of the primary and secondary control, as well as
their interdependences with the distributed gossip algorithm,
representing a rather complex problem in its own right that is
outside the scope of this paper.
The actual rate of information exchange, i.e., how often
broadcasts are performed, primarily depends on the characteristics of the employed communication technology. In a typical
MG setup, the wireless propagation delays can be neglected
and the dominant component of the communication delay is
the processing performed by the protocol stack.3 This consists
of: reception of the broadcast packet, update of the local
estimate and the transmission of the update. As an example,
we have performed an experimental study that showed that
the minimum expected delay in IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) from
the moment of packet reception until the broadcasting has
completed is of the order of 10 ms, implying that the update
information in the network can be exchanged roughly at the
rate of 100 Hz, i.e., 100 times in a second. Nevertheless,
this rate is rather adequate for DSC, since, in contrast to the
primary control, the secondary and tertiary controllers in MGs
typically operate with low sampling rates [1].
The proposed scheme requires synchronization and transmission scheduling among DGs, both of which can be also
established using broadcast gossip algorithms [35], [36] and
which could be executed in the initial, set-up phase of
the network.4 Also, distributed synchronization and scheduling should be re-established whenever the network topology
changes, and the corresponding communication exchanges
triggered by detection of such events; however, the details of
a corresponding full-blown detailed protocol solution are out
of the scope of the paper.
We conclude this section by displaying a block-diagram
that represents the proposed networked control system, given
in Fig. 8. As shown, DGs are interconnected through the
power and communication network, and each DG implements the same primary control, as well as the combined
3 Note that we assess a steady state operation, when the scheduling has been
already established and there are no collisions among agents’ transmissions.
4 Another, highly reliable approach for synchronization is to equip all DGs
with GPS receivers that supply very accurate time reference.

communication/secondary control. We note that the circular
switch only models the operation of the scheduling, which is
actually implemented in a distributed way across the network
nodes. In Sections V and VI we demonstrate the potential
of the proposed networked control solution in simulation and
laboratory setups, respectively.
V. H ARDWARE -I N - THE -L OOP S IMULATION R ESULTS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm for DSC, an islanded low R/X MG consisting of four
DGs is considered as a case study, shown in Fig. 9. All units
in the system have the same power rate of 2.2 kW and each
one is supporting a local load; units 1 to 4 feed 200Ω, 400Ω,
200Ω, and 400 Ω resistive loads, respectively. The electrical
part of system has been implemented in Matlab SimPower
Systems R and the control part in Matlab Simulink R . The
dSPACE R 1103 is a real time platform used as an interface
between the electrical part and control part to produce a
power hardware-in-the loop (PHIL) simulation. The proposed
communication algorithm has been implemented in Matlab
Stateflow R , which provides graphical interface for modeling
sequential decision and temporal logic flow charts and is fully
compatible with dSPACE R . Communication delay and packet
losses has been modeled in Matlab Stateflow as well. The
electrical setup and control system parameters are detailed in
Table V.
All the simulation results have been extracted from dSPACE
control desk R but plotted using MATLAB R to have better
quality. Fig. 10 shows simulation results for different scenarios
evaluating the performance of the proposed DSC. Fig. 10(a)
shows restoration of the frequency to its nominal value. Specifically, during the first five seconds of operation, where the MG
is under only the primary P-f droop controller, a steady-state
frequency deviation from nominal value exists. In order to
remove the deviation, the proposed DSC is implemented at
t = 5 s, and, as it can be observed, the system frequency is
successfully regulated. Performance of the proposed DSC in
the presence of frequent load changes is evaluated in the latter
half of the simulation where a 200 Ω load was connected for
a short time at t = 17 s and then disconnected at t = 27 s.
As it can be observed, the DSC using the proposed algorithm
is able to regulate the MG frequency despite these rapid load
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Fig. 10. Performance of DSC with the proposed algorithm for an islanded
microgrid with four units.

TABLE I
E LECTRICAL S ETUP AND C ONTROL S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Electrical parameters
E
f ∗ /2π
Vdc
Lo
L
L
RL (t)
fs

Nominal voltage
Nominal frequency
DC Voltage
Output inductance
Filter inductance
Filter capacitance
Load
dSPACE sampling frequency

311 V
50 Hz
650 V
1.8 mH
1.8 mH
25 µF
200,400 Ω
10 kHz

Droop Control
Proportional frequency droop
Proportional amplitude droop

kp
kq

0.0008 W/rd·s
0.16 VAr/V

kp f
ki f
kp E
ki E
kp Q
ki Q
τ

0.01
4 s−1
0.01
0.6 s−1
0.00001 VAr/V
0.3 VAr/Vs
0.05 s

DSC
Frequency proportional term
Frequency Integral term
Voltage proportional term
Voltage Integral term
Reactive power proportional term
Reactive power integral term
PLL time constant

variations. Fig. 10(c) shows the corresponding active power
injections of four units in the same scenarios, illustrating
that the primary P-f droop method is sufficient to share the
active power accurately between the units, and that the DSC
preserves the power sharing properties established by the
primary controller. Since the load is resistive, a considerable
increase in active power is observed in the first half of the
simulation when the DSC tries to remove the steady state
frequency deviations. Frequent active power changes in the
second half of the simulation is due to the above mentioned
frequent load switches. It is worth mentioning that for units
with different power rates, the DSC may consider different
coefficients for its output signals.
Fig. 10(b) depicts how the proposed DSC regulates voltage amplitude inside the MG. Similar to P-f droop control
frequency deviations, Q-V droop control also produces substantial voltage deviations, as seen in the first five seconds of

simulation. When the DSC is enabled at t = 5 s, the voltage
is well restored, removing the static deviation produced by the
droop control. The figure illustrates that the DSC has also a
good performance when rejecting voltage disturbances caused
by load variations. Fig. 10(d) represents the effectiveness of
proposed secondary control strategy for sharing reactive power
among all four units. It can be observed that the primary droop
control alone is not able to equalize the reactive power of DGs
in the MG. After implementing the DSC, reactive power is
shared properly between DGs, even in the presence of load
variations.
It is worth noting that the speed of secondary control can
be enhanced by increasing the parameters of PI controllers
(as shown in Fig. 11). However, the speed increase is limited
both by the communication network and the bandwidth of the
primary control.
In order to verify sensivity of the proposed control system
to the controller parameters, some simulation results are presented in Fig. 11. This figure shows frequency and voltage
restoration process for different PI parameters (here integral
term parameters). The graphs have been extracted when DSC
is active and a load is suddenly added at t=0.
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Fig. 9. Simulation case study: an islanded microgrid with four units.
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Fig. 11. Verifying sensitivity of the proposed DSC to the PI parameters.

A. Effects of Packet Delay
So far, we have assumed that information exchanged via
broadcasts represents the most recent state of the DGs. In this
section we relax this condition and examine the effects of
information delay, comprising the delay due to measurement,
processing, transmission and reception of data. Specifically,
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Fig. 13. Impact of packet loss on the performance of proposed DSC
considering different sampling rates.
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Fig. 12. Evaluation of the proposed DSC in regulating frequency and voltage
of the MG considering packet delay.

the performance of the DSC was investigated for three different delays: 0.5 s, 2 s, and 10 s. A variable time delay with
standard deviation of 0.5s was added to the constant delays
for all the cases. For the sake of simplicity, only frequency
and voltage responses are represented.
Fig. 12 illustrates how delay affects the system output, when
the DSC tries to remove frequency and voltage deviations
caused by frequent load variation. Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b)
respectively depict frequency and voltage response of the
system to the frequent load switching when interval duration
is set to 1 s. In the first half of the simulation a 200 Ω load is
connected to the MG and then in the second half disconnected
again. The same procedure is repeated when the delay is set
to 2 s, and results plotted in Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 12(d). As it
can be observed, the proposed scheme exhibits an acceptable
response with small overshoots. The last row of Fig. 12 shows
robustness of the proposed method, as the MG system is still
stable when the delay is 10 s - the DSC slowly but successfully
regulates frequency and voltage deviations caused by load
variations. we note that when time delay is larger, then settling
time is bigger comparing to the previous cases, thus only one
load change has been shown in 60s.
B. Effect of Packet Losses
To evaluate the impact of erroneously received or lost
broadcast packets on the performance of the proposed scheme,
we have applied a packet loss probability of a 95%. This is
exceptionally high and, practically, at the edge of making the
link inexistent. To produce the probability of zero or one for
the modeling of packet losses, Bernoulli random process has
been used. Matlab Stateflow R has been programed so that if
the input of Bernoulli random process is one then the received
broadcast value is used, otherwise DSC uses the last broadcast

value until the new packet arrives. The general convergence
of the proposed broadcast gossip algorithm with packet losses
is shown in [39].
Fig. 13 illustrates the effect of 95% packet losses over the
frequency and voltage response of the system when a 200 Ω
load is suddenly connected to the MG load bus. The graphs
are presented for different sampling rates of communication
algorithm in this figure. As can be observed, the less sampling
rate of communication algorithm, the more effect of packet
loss on the performance of the system. It is clear from
the figure that the proposed scheme is robust against high
probability of packet losses as voltage and frequency of the
MG is properly regulated. The reason is that the proposed
algorithm calculates the averages only with correct signals and
neglects erroneous ones. One should note that lower packet
loss probability had virtually no effect on the performance of
the proposed algorithm in the examined setup.
Fig. 14 demonstrates what happens if there is no communication link or communication link is failed (100% packet loss).
Frequency and voltage response of the system is presented in
this figure while communication link is inexistent and a load is
connected to the system at t=0. The graphs illustrate this fact
that DSC cannot work without communication since secondary
control of MG units are local.
VI. L ABORATORY S CALE E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
An islanded power electronic based MG consisting of two
units was built and tested in the laboratory as a case study in
order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
experimentally. The scheme of the experimental setup of an
islanded MG system is shown in Fig. 15, in which two
Danfoss 2.2 kW voltage source inverters operating in parallel
at 10 kHz with LCL output filters, supply power to a diode
rectifier loaded by a 200 Ω resistor. The primary and secondary
control strategies were implemented in Matlab Simulink R ,
and dSPACE R 1103 which is a real time platform used as
an interface between the electrical part and control part. The
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Fig. 16. Experimental validation of proposed algorithm for DSC of an
islanded MG with two units.
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proposed algorithm was modeled in Matlab Stateflow R . The
electrical setup and control system parameters are the same as
the simulation part listed in Table V.
Several experimental tests were carried out to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Similar to the simulation
results, the experimental results have been extracted from
dSPACE control desk R but plotted using MATLAB R . Fig. 16
represents the dynamic response of MG system examined
for three different scenarios similar to those performed in
Section V. During the first one, only primary control is
running and the DSC is not enabled. As shown in Fig. 16,
not only P-f and Q-V droops deviate frequency and voltage of
the MG, but also poor reactive power sharing between units
is exhibited. Nevertheless, active power is shared properly
between units using the P-f droop since the frequency is the
same in the whole MG. When the proposed DSC is enabled at
t = 5 s, frequency and voltage are restored successfully, and
reactive power is well shared. In the last scenario, the proposed
controller regulates the system frequency and voltage perfectly,
following load disturbances, as well as keeping active and
reactive power sharing between the units. It is worth noting
that the small difference between voltage amplitude of the
units is because of the measurement error.
Fig. 17 shows the impact of the information delay when
regulating frequency and voltage in the experimental setup
with frequent load step changes. Left column of the figure is
dedicated to the frequency response and right column shows
the voltage amplitude restoration by the DSC when the delay
is 0.5 s. The results for the delay of 2 s are shown in Fig. 17(c)
and Fig. 17(d). Finally, the delay of 20 s is examined as the
worst case and the corresponding responses are presented in
Fig. 17(e) and Fig. 17(f). Similar to the simulation results, a
time-varying delay with standard deviation of 0.5s was added
to the all previous cases. Overall, the experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm for DSC is robust and able
to maintain the system stability; the increased delay affects
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Fig. 15. Scheme of experimental setup of an islanded MG with two units.
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only the settling time of restoration process.
The experimental validation of the proposed controller when
packet loss probability is set to 95% is depicted in Fig. 18; the
figure shows frequency and voltage amplitude of the system
during load variation. In this validation test, a 0.5 s fixed
delay was introduced in order to make the experiments more
realistic.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a distributed algorithm is proposed for combined communication/secondary control of islanded micro
grids (MGs). The algorithm is based on local averaging, while
each unit best an opportunity to broadcast its local value
in a token ring manner. The distributed operation and the
tight coupling between communication and control makes
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Fig. 18. Evaluation of proposed DSC in regulating frequency and voltage of
the MG considering packet losses.

the system very robust, as it removes the risk of having a
single point of failure. In this wireless-communication based
algorithm, every agent calculates a new average of data in
every sample time by combining the received information from
other agents with its own measurements. The properties of
the proposed DSC approach were evaluated at first through
PHIL simulations on a four-units paralleled autonomous MG
case study. Simulation results verified that the proposed DSC
method can successfully restore frequency and voltage of
the system and properly equalize reactive power in the low
R/X MGs even in presence of communication delays and
data packet losses. Indeed, the results showed a negligible
overshoot, with slower frequency and voltage recovery to the
nominal value. Finally, a small-scale experimental setup that
consists of two parallel units has been assembled in the lab in
order to confirm the validity of simulation results. It turned
out that the simulation and experimental results are fairly
well matched, thereby confirming the practical utility of the
proposed approach.
A PPENDIX
Broadcast Gossip Algorithms for Consensus
In its original form [38], (randomized) gossip algorithm for
distributed averaging operates in the following way: (1) in each
iteration, a random node (i.e., agent) transmits its state variable
(i.e., parameter of interest) to a random neighbor chosen from
the set of neighbors within its communication range, and (2)
the neighbor updates its state variable, by averaging it with
the received information. If the network graph is strongly
connected,5 the algorithm converges to the consensus, and all
network nodes obtain the global average of the parameter.
Broadcast gossip algorithm [33] operates in the similar way,
with a main difference that the transmitting node sends its
state variable to all nodes within its range, in other words, the
transmissions are broadcast rather than unicast. The receiving
nodes update their state variables using (19), while the remaining nodes maintain their state variables unchanged. Broadcast
based gossip is asynchronous algorithm in its general version,
i.e., the network nodes are not synchronized and there is no
schedule when a node will “wake up” and transmit.
The broadcast-based gossip in connected networks converges almost surely to a consensus value whose expectation
is the average of initial node values, as proven in [33]. The
convergence rate depends on the number of nodes, topology
of the graph, and choice of the mixing constant β, see (19).
Particularly, the upper bound on the convergence time (i.e.,
5 I.e.,

there is a bidirectional path among any two nodes.

number of iterations) for brodcast-based gossip for random
2
geometric graph6 is Ω( logN3 N ) [33], where N is the number
of network nodes and where it is assumed that the computed
estimate of the average is N1α close to the actual value (α
is a positive constant). We note that this convergence time
is shorter than the convergence time of the standard, unicast
gossip.
Finally, the convergence of the broadcast gossip algorithm
under stochastic failures, when the broadcast transmissions are
received with a probability that depends on the transmitterreceiver pair (i.e., with a non-uniform probability over receivers), is examined in [39]. It is shown that this probabilistic
brodcast gossip also converges almost surely to a consensus
value whose expectation is the average of initial node values.
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